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Contact detection algorithm for needle puncturing
robot

T. Matsuno, N. Kido, T. Kamegawa, T. Hiraki, and T. Fukuda

There is a surgical method called Interventional Radiology (IR)
in which needles and catheters are inserted into the body using
image diagnostic techniques such as CT fluoroscopy and X-ray flu-
oroscopy images to perform percutaneous treatment. IR has been
applied to various treatments including lung cancer treatment, liver
cancer treatment, and biopsy. Since it is less invasive than conven-
tional surgery, it is possible to leave the hospital within 3 to 4 days
after surgery. Therefore, IR surgery has been receiving increasing
attention in recent years. Doctors are, however, exposed to strong
radiation in the case of under CT guidance. In order to overcome
this problem, we developed remote-controlled IR assistance robot
named as Zerobot. And in order to make the operation succeed re-
gardless of the difference of techniques of doctors, we have studied
an automated puncture system with the robot. During the auto-
mated motion, the collision of the robot with CT gantry should
be avoided. In this report, a method to detect contact between
Zerobot and CT gantry is proposed.

1. Introduction

There is a surgical method called Interventional Radiology (IR) that doctors
insert needles or catheters into patients by using CT images or X-ray images.
Prof. Fukuda et al. had developed the IR robot using catheter in early times
for intravascular neurosurgery [1–4]. As one of his studies, a new prototype
model of micro catheter with active guide wire that has two bending degrees
of freedom is developed. Also, IR endovascular simulator for both of the
medical training and the medical robot evaluation has been developed [5, 6].
The simulator can reproduce the forms of blood vessels of specified patients
based on CT information of them, and has similarity of physical properties
with human. The simulators are commercially sold under the name ‘Eve’
currently.

IR is applied to biopsy and the treatments for lung cancer and liver
cancer [7]. Currently, doctors perform IR operation with manually holding
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Figure 1: Concept of Robotic IR.

Figure 2: Appearance of Zerobot.

a needle to puncture under CT guidance. Also, doctors must control the po-
sition of needle carefully and accurately because tumors are about 5mm in
diameter. In addition, doctors are exposed to radiation because they should
perform IR close to CT equipment. In order to prevent radiation exposure,
doctors wear radiation protection aprons and handle a needle using a for-
ceps, which is useful to make distance between a hand of the doctor and
CT measure plane. It is, however, impossible to prevent radiation exposure
perfectly. Hence, some medical robots are developed in order to reduce ra-
diation exposure, such as AcuBot [8], CT-Bot [9] and MAXIO [10]. We also
proposed a robotic IR concept that doctors operate a puncture robot by
remote control and perform IR so as to reduce doctors’ exposure as shown
in Fig. 1. The robot named as Zerobot is developed for needle insertion with
teleoperations by a doctor is in version 3.1, which is shown in Fig. 2. In this
study, in order to seek the problem of Robotic IR system, we have conducted
phantom puncture experiment and animal puncture experiment [11].

Currently, a needle is inserted using Zerobot, while the doctor observes
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Figure 3: Working space for insertion needle.

real-time CT imagery. However, the following elements will be changed by
doctor’s skill to operate the robot.

1) Surgical time will be longer.
2) Patient’s radiation exposure will increase.
3) Hitting rate to the tumors will decrease.

In order to have a surgery with the robot safely, it is required that an
automated system insert a needle without the skill of doctors. One problem
when introducing the automated puncture is narrowness of working space.
Figure 3 shows the appearance of animal experiment with a long biopsy
needle. When using a longer biopsy needle, there is possibility for Zerobot
to contact a part of CT gantry. If contact of them occurs, the surgery should
be stopped immediately. In order to avoid the collision between Zerobot and
CT gantry during the automated puncturing, the algorithm to detect the
contact between Zerobot and CT gantry is proposed.

Conventional studies of contact detection algorithm have progressed es-
pecially in the fields of computer graphics [12, 13], and they are applied to
many applications. The framework for moving objects is called as continu-
ous collision detection (CCD) [13], that is needed in virtual reality or game
programing. In contrast, the contact detection for static objects is called as
discrete collision detection, that is applied in this study. The base methods of
them can be divided three types according to the element for shape approxi-
mation. (i) The sphere element type adopts method to calculate the distance
between centers of two spheres so as to judge the contact condition [14]. Ob-
viously the accuracy of contact judgment cannot be expected. (ii) The box
element type adopts the method to make a minimum box which covers all
edges of one object. Axis-aligned bounding boxes (AABB) approach is most
easy method in box element type. It has shorter time in both of the shape
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approximation and the contact judgment. Meanwhile, the accuracy of con-

tact judgment is relatively rough with generating false positive under the

condition with narrow gap. In order to improve the accuracy, the Oriented

bounding box (OBB) is utilized. It has more complex contact judgment than

AABB. (iii) The triangle element type has high accuracy but time consum-

ing. Tomas proposed a method to utilize triangles of the object surface to

calculate contact condition [15]. In advance, the surface of an object is con-

verted into many triangles covering the object in this method. Some CAD

software have this function, and we can set the precision of surface cur-

vature in this process. Then, the contact judgment for all combination of

triangles should be calculated. Therefore, the accuracy of contact judgment

is controllable and becomes enough high, but calculation time extends due

to increasing the number of triangles for the guarantee of precision.

Currently, so as to reduce the calculation time, two approaches are stud-

ied. One is utilizing GPU to realize parallel processing [13, 16]. The other

is to introduce the hybrid method to reduce the number of paired triangles

for contact judgment by utilizing bounding volume method [16, 17]. The

sphere element type and the box element type belong to bounding volume

method [12]. In the hybrid method, the tree or the hierarchy is used for

expressing an object as combination of convex volume. The parts which ob-

viously have no contact can be excluded from the calculation target in the

early stage. Meanwhile, the combination of parts, which still have possibility

of contact after the judgment with convex volume, should be judged with

triangle method. Melero et al. proposed fast collision detection algorithm uti-

lizing Extended Bounding-Planes Octree (EBP-Octree), and obtained good

result [17]. In EBP-Octree, one volume node has eight children to express

subspace. If each subspace has possibility to contact, this algorithm com-

putes the contacts between recursively subspaces. Octree-based method was

studied for robotics in early time [18].

Methods based on bounding volume are not available to surgical situa-

tion using CT devices, because it has the form of torus object. Therefore,

the paired triangle method is adopted for contact detection between Zer-

obot and CT gantry without reducing the obvious outer triangles. It called

brute-force method, and of course, the hybrid method is attractive to reduce

the calculation time. In this paper the hybrid method is not adopted for two

reasons. One is that the affect for torus object is unclear. Another is that

the cost to reconstruct the tree when changing posture of the robot arm has

possibility be larger. The adoption of hybrid method is a future work in this

paper.
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The above mentioned conventional studies have superior technique, on
the other hand the real experiments with complicated shape devices is not
conducted. The performance confirms contact detection with experimental
evidence, which is an advantage of this paper over other papers

2. Zerobot

The overview of Zerobot and structure of end-effector are shown in Fig. 2.
This robot has five degrees of freedom to decide the position and the posture
of the needle, and one degree of freedom to move along puncture direction.
As shown in Fig. 2, q1, q2, and q3 are linear motion joints. q4, and q5 are,
on the other hand, revolving joint, to change posture of the needle. Also,
q6 is a linear motion joint to insert a needle along with predetermined axis
by q4, and q5. Due to the property of CT image reconstruction, metal parts
on CT scanning plane cause artifacts, which are large noise blocks in CT
image. It is difficult to visually recognize organs of the patient and prevents
continuing surgery. Therefore, actuators and sensors are mounted far from
CT scanning plane. It can be realized by applying parallel mechanism to
end-effector.

2.1. Kinematics

In order to calculate the needle posture and needle tip position r from the
angle and displacement q of each joint of the Zerobot, the formula of forward
kinematics is derived. Here, sin θ is expressed as Sθ, and cos θ is expressed as
Cθ for Abbreviation. First, the coordinate systems ΣW ,Σ0,Σ1, . . . ,Σ6,ΣE

are arranged as shown in Fig. 4. Because above mentioned coordinate sys-
tems are based on Denavit-Hartenberg method, by using the parameters
αi−1, ai−1, di, θi shown in Table 1, the homogeneous transformation matrix
i−1Ti from Σi−1 to Σi can be generally expressed as in equation (1).

(1) i−1Ti =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Cθi −Sθi 0 ai−1

SθiCαi−1
CθiCαi−1

−Sαi−1
−diSαi−1

SθiSαi−1
CθiSαi−1

Cαi−1
diCαi−1

0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

With the Denavit-Hartenberg method, we can obtain 0T1,
1 T2, . . . ,

5 T6,
and finally 0T6 is calculated as equation (2). It should be mentioned that
the parameter α3 will be set as +90 degree or −90 degree depending on
mounting position of Zerobot against CT gantry. In both cases, Cα3

equals
zero. So, terms containing Cα3

omits from all expressions.
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Figure 4: Coordinate systems of Zerobot.

Table 1: DH parameters

i αi−1[deg] ai−1[m] di[m] θi [deg]

1 0 0 q1 0
2 −90 0 q2 −90
3 90 0 q3 − l3 0
4 90 or −90 0 l1 180 + q4
5 −90 l2 0 90 + q5
6 90 0 q6 0

0T6 =
0T1 ·1 T2 ·2 T3 ·3 T4 ·4 T5 ·5 T6

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
−Sq4Sq5Sα3

Cq4Sα3
Sq4Cq5Sα3

0r6x
Cq5Sα3

0 Sq5Sα3

0r6y
Cq4Sq5 Sq4 −Cq4Cq5

0r6z
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(2)

Here,

0r6x =l3 − q3 + l2Sq4Sα3
+ q6Sq4Cq5Sα3

,
0r6y =q6Sq5Sα3

+ q2 − l1Sα3
,

0r6z =q1 − l2Cq4 − q6Cq4Cq5 .

By adding some offsets shown in Fig. 4, the homogeneous transformation

matrix WTE from world coordinate system ΣW to needle end coordinate

system ΣE is calculated as equation (3).
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Figure 5: Remote center motion.

WTE =WT0 ·0 TE

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−Cq5Sα3
0 −Sq5Sα3

−0rEy − l4
−Sq4Sq5Sα3

Cq4Sα3
Sq4Cq5Sα3

0rEx − l5
Cq4Sq5 Sq4 −Cq4Cq5

0rEz + l6
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

(3)

Here,

0rEx =l3 − q3 + l2Sq4Sα3
+ (q6 + l9 + lE)Sq4Cq5Sα3

+ l7Sq4Sq5Sα3
,

0rEy =(q6 + l9 + lE)Sq5Sα3
+ q2 − l1Sα3

− l7Sα3
Cq5 ,

0rEz =q1 − l2Cq4 − (q6 + l9 + lE)Cq4Cq5 − l7Sq5Cq4 .

2.2. Remote center function

In the IR procedure by the robot, the robot is operated by remote control
to bring the needle tip to the puncture point above the body surface. If the
robot is rotated around the needle root above the body surface as shown
in Fig. 5(a), it takes a lot of time. In addition to this, there is a risk that
the patient’s organ or body surface may be damaged accidentally because
the needle tip moves for each rotational motion command. Therefore, it is
necessary to synchronize each axis and change the posture of the needle by
rotating around the needle tip as shown in Fig. 5(b). This function is named
as the remote center, and introduced this function in the robot [19].
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3. Contact detection

3.1. Overview of detecting contact condition

To avoid those collision, we propose a contact detection algorithm between
the arm part and the CT gantry. The sequence of automated IR surgery is
below.

1) Zerobot is set up; that includes checking safety function.
2) The patient lays on the bed of CT equipment. Then the body is

scanned with CT in order to decide the path plan of the needle in-
sertion.

3) The path plan is decided on the console of CT system. Then the target
mark for insertion needle is painted on surface of the patient based on
information of the path plan.

4) The Zerobot slowly moves to initial position for the insertion.
5) Finally, the needle is inserted into target tumor of patient with check-

ing CT fluoroscopy for safety.

In the step to decide the path plan of needle insertion, the doctor must
consider contact condition between the robot arm and the environmental
device. The method to detect contact condition automatically will be able
to help the doctor’s judgment. The sequence to detect contact condition is
below.

1) The doctor sets the candidate of the path plan of needle insertion.
2) The surface triangles of the robot arm are placed in simulation space

based on information of kinematics, which is calculated from the path
plan.

3) The surface triangles of the CT gantry also are also placed there.
4) Finally, the contact detection algorithm is executed on all combina-

tions of the triangles that belong to the robot part and the triangles
that belong to the CT gantry, respectively.

3.2. Contact detection algorithm

By converting the three-dimensional CAD data of each part of robot into
the Standard Triangulated Language (STL) data, the parts of the robot
can be expressed as a set of triangles with normal vector. As shown in
Fig. 6, triangles of each part are placed on world coordinate system based on
kinematics, which mentioned in subsection 2.1. It should be mentioned that
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Figure 6: Triangles of both the robot and CT gantry.

Figure 7: Three cases of contact or no contact.

some parts of end-effector do not incline against motion of angle q5, because

parallel mechanism is adopted. For those parts, homogeneous transformation

matrix WT4 is adopted for expressing posture. Also, surface of CT gantry,

which is surrounding device, is converted into STL data. Contact can be

judged by detecting the overlap of two triangles. It can be divided into

contact state and no contact state, as shown in Fig. 7. Each point of triangles

α and β is defined as shown in Fig. 8. For example, (xα1, yα1, zα1) means

the position of point α1. Then, the flowchart of contact detecting algorithm

is shown in Fig. 9. First, it is considered whether points {β1, β2, β3} exist

on the same side of space that is divided by plane generated from points

{α1, α2, α3}. Condition with equation (4) means that there is no contact

between triangle α with triangle β as shown in Fig. 7 (a), because three

points of β1, β2 and β3 are in the same subspace divided by plane including
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Figure 8: Definitions of triangles.

α1, α2 and α3.

f(α1,α2,α3)(xβ1, yβ1, zβ1)f(α1,α2,α3)(xβ2, yβ2, zβ2) > 0 ∩(4)

f(α1,α2,α3)(xβ1, yβ1, zβ1)f(α1,α2,α3)(xβ3, yβ3, zβ3) > 0.

Here, the definition of f(α1,α2,α3)(x, y, z) is written in equation (5).

f(α1,α2,α3)(x, y, z) = ax+ by + cz + d.(5)

Also, parameters a, b, c and d, which are coefficient to express plane including
points α1, α2, α3, are calculated as below.

r1 =

⎛
⎝

xα1 − xα2
yα1 − yα2
zα1 − zα2

⎞
⎠ , r2 =

⎛
⎝

xα1 − xα3
yα1 − yα3
zα1 − zα3

⎞
⎠ ,

⎛
⎝

a
b
c

⎞
⎠ = r1 × r2,

d = −(axα1 + byα1 + czα1).

If there still remains possibility of contact of two triangles, the calcula-
tion continues as shown in Fig. 9. Secondly, it is judged whether the edge
of triangle β pierces the triangle α. If one of three edges pierces another
triangle, it can be thought that those triangles contact. Here, as an example
with the case that the edge line β1β2 pierces the triangle α, the calculation
sequence is described. With function f defined in (5), condition (6) indicates
the state that edge line β1β2 goes through the triangle α. First line of the
equation (6) means that α3 and point β2 exist in the same side of subspace
that is divided by the plane including α1, α2 and β1. Second and third lines
of the equation (6) have same meanings for other combinations of points.
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Figure 9: The flowchart of contact detection algorithm.

Examples of those situation are shown Fig. 10. When line goes through the

triangle α as shown in Fig. 10(a), both a point of the line and a point of the

triangle exist in same side of subspace divided by the plane including other

three points for combinations of the points α3β2, α1β2 and α2β2 as shown

in Fig. 10(b)(c) and (d).

Even though the calculation for combination of β1 and β2 is described as

an example, this calculation should be executed for combination of points

that are divided by plane including triangle α. In the case to judge that

there is collision, contact detection algorithm is finished. Otherwise, the

contact detection algorithm continues until it finished checking contact of
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Figure 10: Examples of situation described with equation (6). (b) is for first
line of (6), and (c) is for second line of (6), and (d) is for third line of (6).

all combination of triangles as shown flowchart in Fig. 9.

f(α1,α2,β1)(xβ2, yβ2, zβ2)f(α1,α2,β1)(xα3, yα3, zα3) > 0 ∩(6)

f(α2,α3,β1)(xβ2, yβ2, zβ2)f(α2,α3,β1)(xα1, yα1, zα1) > 0 ∩
f(α3,α1,β1)(xβ2, yβ2, zβ2)f(α3,α1,β1)(xα2, yα2, zα2) > 0

4. Experiment

In order to confirm the function of contact detection algorithm, an experi-
ment using both of actual CT equipment and Zerobot is conducted.

4.1. Experimental condition

The experimental setup to confirm the performance of proposed contact de-
tection using actual CT gantry is shown in Fig. 11. The observer in front of
gantry is placed to tell the operator the possibility of the unexpected real
contact. The observer near the simulator must check the contact condition
calculated by the proposed algorithm. The operator holds the control in-
terface to operate Zerobot, and moves Zerobot to a predetermined distance
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Figure 11: Experimental setup.

Figure 12: Goal points for contact: P1, P2, P3.

for CT gantry while repeating both the measurement and the movement.
The goal points for contact are indicated in Fig. 12. For the points of P1

and P3, the end-effector of Zerobot approaches along with Y axis and Z
axis respectively in each experiment. Meanwhile, the end-effector of Zerobot
approaches the point of P2 along with X axis and Z axis respectively in
each experiment.

The method to measure the distance is shown in Fig. 13. The dial caliper
gauge is utilized to measure the shortest distance between Zerobot and the
CT gantry. Also, the volume of Zerobot in simulation is enlarged with 20mm
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Figure 13: Appearance measuring the distance between an arm part of Zer-
obot and CT gantry.

Figure 14: Enlarged volume of end-effector.

size along each axis, in order to perform the experiment with the boundary
set at the position of 20 mm as below mentioned. The sequence of contact
detection experiment is listed below.

1) Control system of Zerobot is booted, and Zerobot performs initializa-
tion of each joint.

2) The needle is attached in the end-effector of Zerobot.
3) A CT image of the needle tip is taken for calibration.
4) Zerobot is operated so that the needle tip position is aligned with the

center of the CT gantry.
5) Zerobot is operated to move along with X or Y or Z axis, so as to

make the distance between the end-effector and the closest part of the
CT gantry to 25 mm.

6) The contact judgment is conducted for confirmation that contact be-
tween the end-effector and gantry do not occur yet.
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Figure 15: Appearance of experiment.

7) Zerobot is operated to make the distance between the hand part and
the closest part of the CT gantry to 15 mm.

Because the safety margin is set as 20mm, proposed algorithm in above
contact judgment experiment with 25-mm distance should correctly generate
the judgment of no contact. In contrast, that with 15-mm distance should
correctly generate the judgment that contact of end-effector occurs.

4.2. Experimental result

The appearance of the experiment is shown Fig. 15. The end-effector of
Zerobot approaches to CT gantry is shown in Fig. 15(a), and visualized
simulation displays same situation by receiving position data from Zerobot
as shown in Fig. 15(b). Experimental results for point P1 for various posture
of end-effector are shown in table 2. The “�” mark means in condition of
measured distance dm equaling 25mm that the algorithm correctly made
judgment of no contact between Zerobot and CT gantry. If not, “×” is
marked in the table. Meanwhile, the “�” mark means in condition of dis-
tance dm equaling 15mm that the algorithm estimated that there is contact
between Zerobot and CT gantry. If not, “×” is marked in the table. Totally,
contact detection worked correctly in 22 times against 24 trials for point P1.

Experimental results for point P2 for various posture of end-effector are
shown in Table 3. The case of approaching along X axis, which is shown in
Fig. 16, has only four experiments. Because the condition that upper cover
contacts point P2 is limited. The meanings of “�” and “×” are same in the
Table 2. Totally, proposed contact detection algorithm worked correctly in
15 times against 16 trials for point P2.
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Table 2: The results of contact detection for point P1: The “�” mark means
that contact detection algorithm worked correctly. Meanwhile, the “×” mark
means the algorithm misrecognized the contact condition

Experimental condition Moving along Y axis Moving along Z axis
Posture of end-effector Result for distance Result for distance
q4 [deg] q5 [deg] dm = 25mm dm = 15mm dm = 25mm dm = 15mm
0 deg 0 deg. � � � �
30 deg 0 deg. � � � �
−30 deg 0 deg. � � � �
0 deg 15 deg. � � � �
30 deg 15 deg. � � � �
−30 deg −15 deg. � × � ×

Table 3: The results of contact detection for point P2: “−” means that
there is no measurement with the condition

Experimental condition Moving along X axis Moving along Z axis
Posture of end-effector Result for distance Result for distance
q4 [deg] q5 [deg] dm = 25mm dm = 15mm dm = 25mm dm = 15mm
0 deg 0 deg. - - � �
30 deg 0 deg. - - � �
−30 deg 0 deg. - - � �
0 deg 15 deg. � � � �
30 deg 15 deg. � � � �
−30 deg −15 deg. - - � ×

Figure 16: Appearance of experiment approaching along X axis for point
P2.
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Table 4: The results of contact detection for point P3

Experimental condition Moving along Y axis Moving along Z axis
Posture of end-effector Result for distance Result for distance
q4 [deg] q5 [deg] dm = 25mm dm = 15mm dm = 25mm dm = 15mm
0 deg 0 deg. � � � �
30 deg 0 deg. � � � �
−30 deg 0 deg. � � � �
0 deg 15 deg. � � � ×
30 deg 15 deg. � × � ×
−30 deg −15 deg. � � � ×

Figure 17: Image of needle held by Zerobot.

Finally, experimental results for point P3 for various posture of end-
effector are shown in Table 4. Totally, proposed contact detection algorithm
worked correctly in 20 times against 24 trials for point P3.

4.3. Discussion

We have found two reasons why proposed algorithm fails to estimate correct
contact condition. One is the calibration method, which was conducted in
the sequence of experiment. We used the CT image of the needle held by
Zerobot as shown in Fig. 17. Originally, the diameter of the needle is ap-
proximately 1.1 mm. Meanwhile, the width of the needle in CT image was
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approximately 5mm by effect of metal artifact. So, there is the possibility to

generate some deviation when pointing the needle edge point on the screen.

Other is deflection of end-effector, because the length of end-effector of Zer-

obot is approximately 900mm. Their length is required for matching current

CT gantry that has large depth to CT scanning plane from the front side

of gantry. Meanwhile, it will generate deformation of beams of end-effector

depending on posture of Zerobot.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, in order to avoid the collision between Zerobot and CT gantry

during the automated puncturing, the algorithm to detect the contact be-

tween Zerobot and CT gantry was proposed. First, we obtained 3D STL

data for each part of the robot hand from the robot drawing using 3D CAD

software. Secondly, each component was placed in space on the simulation

based on the kinematics of the parallel link mechanism using the homo-

geneous transformation matrix. Then, we proposed a contact detection al-

gorithm for triangles on a three-dimensional space, which is the minimum

element of STL data. So as to confirm the performance of contact detection

algorithm, experiments using actual CT gantry and Zerobot were conducted.

The success rate of the contact detection experiments reached 89% for 64

trials with various posture of end-effector. We plan to improve the perfor-

mance of contact detection by revising the calibration method for enough

durability in actual usage.
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